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The Top 16 Entrepreneur Books Recommended  
By Top Entrepreneurs 

 
 
Want to read a great book on the subject of being an entrepreneur and 
having a hard time finding which ones are the best?   
 
If you’re searching on Amazon, you’ll find over 28,000 different books 
on the subject of success and entrepreneurship alone.  That’s a bundle!   
 
You may be there searching for a lifetime trying to find which of the 
over 28,000 are the best ones ever written.     
 
Who better to ask about great books on the subject than entrepreneurs 
themselves?  Well…we surveyed over 500 of them! 
 
We’ve done the work for you and taken the time to ask over 500 
successful entrepreneurs what their FAVORITE book was on the 
subject of entrepreneurship and success in business.     
 
To keep this simple for you on your search, we’ve provided a list of the 
Top 16 Business Books recommended by these top entrepreneurs we 
surveyed.   
 
Why 16 and not 15?  During our survey of over 500 entrepreneurs, we 
created a list of the books based on the titles that got the most 
votes…and these happen to be the 16 that came up more often than 
any others in our survey!   
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The Top 16 Business Books Recommended By Top 
Entrepreneurs are:   
 
How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie 
Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill 
Influence:  The Psychology of Persuasion by Robert Cialdini 
Crush it!  by Gary Vaynerchuck 
The Lean Startup by Eric Ries 
The 4-Hour Workweek by Timothy Ferriss 
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People by Stephen Covey 
The Fountainhead by Ayn Rand 
Business Adventures by John Brooks 
As a Man Thinketh by James Allen 
Zero to One by Peter Thiel 
Good to Great by Jim Collins 
The Greatest Salesman in the World by Og Mandino 
Rework by Jason Fried 
Purple Cow by Seth Godin 
Losing My Virginity by Richard Branson 
 
Feel free to shop at your favorite bookstore or Amazon to find these 
titles and add them to your library!   
 
We hope you enjoy them as much as we have! 
 
Now…go out and take this wealth of information and put it to use!! 
 

  
 
 

 


